
DAVID PICKFORD

From Russia With Love
War Games in Kyrgyzstan's Wild West

A t five past four in the morning, the ancient Aeroflot Tupolov smashes
into the runway at Manas airport. There is an audible intake of breath

from the passengers as overhead lockers spring open, spewing their contents
across the cabin floor. The plane is filled with a cacophony of creaking
hinges, interspersed with other, less identifiable noises, culminating in a
tremendous growl from the bowels of the fuselage. The aircrew look on,
unflinching. Clearly this is a perfectly normal landing. A great cheer rises
from the back and curls like a gust of wind through the plane. The trio of
Poles in the row behind me are in high spirits. They've been drinking vodka
with kamikaze determination throughout the flight and now propose a new
round of toasts:

'To zee great naztion of Poland! To zeez exzellent Russian Kapitan! To
ze great naztion of Russia! To ze Republik of Kyrgyzstan! Stolsch!

Their words slur into cheers and I smile at the post-Soviet solidarities.
Mikhail Gorbachev would have been proud of our welcome to Kyrgyzstan.

As pre-dawn arrivals go, this is unconventional. We shamble out into the
hush of the arrivals hall chattering loudly, like the after-party crowd leaving
a nightclub at closing time, and whisk through immigration with the vodka
fumes from the Poles building behind us. The revelry continues. Sam
(Whittaker) and Zippy (Mark Pretty) head for an empty bar with die-hard
determination. Having woken the bartender, who had been snoring on his
chair with an empty vodka bottle in one hand, they return with several
beers. Too tired to stomach Russian export lager, I crash out under the
table to the sound of their chinking glasses. The hum of a distant vacuum
cleaner in the terminal building lulls me into sleep.

A chill wind engulfs the mountains about us. The massive slab kicks back as I
fight the creep of my rock shoes on its tiny crystals. Gear swings about my harness,
useless. There is no protection. I must decide to move. I move. The sky overhead
turns dark. The sound of rushing cloudfills my ears. Am Ifa.lling?

ZZZZZSSSSSCCCCHHHHH. .. I awake to the sound of a gigantic Hoover
scooping across the floor beside my table. Peering up, I am momentarily
unsure whether my dream has ended, as I see that the man controlling the
Hoover massively dwarfs the enormous contraption itself. Or perhaps it is
I who have disappeared, once again, into that traveller's looking-glass, where
everyone is Alice and the world is Wonderland.
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Five hours later we shamble out into the heat of the day. High summer
on the steppes of Central Asia is defined by a fervid haze that begins around
10.30am and lasts well into the evening. The heavy air of Bishkek, capital
of the Republic of Kyrgyzstan, hangs a few centimetres above the asphalt
and shakes. Finding the Twin Otter at last in the far corner of the runway,
I seek shade under the left wing and notice a well translated bit of Cyrillic
plastered on the fuselage: CHOP HERE WITH CRASH AXE. Reaching
into my pack for a camera, I become aware that a military policeman with
the physique of a medium-sized adult gorilla is walking in my direction. As
the camera appears, Rambo raises his Kalashnikov towards me. Momen
tarily forgetting the Russian for 'terribly sorry old chap', I quickly stash the
SLR out of sight. Rambo howls with laughter, revealing a well-polished set
of gold teeth. Gold teeth are a hallmark of wealth and status in Kyrgyzstan,
a sort of Central Asian equivalent of a BMW X5 with tinted windows.

We are bound for Osh, the main town on the Kyrgyz side of the Fergana
Corridor, a long strip of fertile land that stretches west towards Samarkand
and on to the deserts of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Looking out of the
window of the little plane as it begirIs its descent, the Pamir AIai rise sharply
to the south. An immense wall of jagged spires and glinting white summits
lifts out of the plains, defining the point where the steppe of Central Asia
gives way to the westernmost end of the Greater Himalaya. Two days later
Ian (Parnell) arrives in Osh, having flown in via London on his way back
from Everest. The team is thus complete: Sam, Zippy, Grimer (Niall
Grimes), Dome (O'Sullivan), Ian and myself - the 'Kyrgyz Six' as we would
come to call ourselves. We are to leave for Ozgouruch next morning.

I wake at dawn to the drift of the call to prayer from the mosque across
the street. We breakfast on black Kyrgyz tea and eggs; the tea is always
strong in this country and the men seem to drink it constantly. One local
proverb translates roughly as, 'If he does not drink tea, a Kyrgyz man will
die'. In the eerie half-light we hear the approach of the Beast. Several
minutes elapse between the first sound of the contraption and its tremendous
arrival. With a demonic puff of foul black smoke - an exotic mixture of
diesel and other, more obscure petrochemicals - into Ury's yard scowls the
Beast. It is a fearsome sight. Best described as a mechanical rhinoceros
with extra sound effects, the remarkable Uuaz is one of the engineering
hallmarks of the former USSR. With a flash of gold teeth in the dawn light,
our driver appears behind the Beast's enormous wheel. He speaks almost
no English but has a gentle, determined manner that instils confidence.
Quickly he becomes known as 'Shortcut'. His Kyrgyz name sounds almost
identical to the English word, and, more to the point, it sounds good. If
anyone can get us across 400 miles of potholed desert roads in this unlikely
contraption, Shortcut is our man.

The Beast's starter-motor erupts with the noise of a squadron of MiG
28s on take-off and we hit the road west towards Ozgouruch (also known
as Voruch), the tiny village at the road head to Karavshin.
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Less than an hour out of Osh, The Beast grinds to a belching halt.
'Problem, Shortcut?' I enquire.
'No problem. I fix. Ten minute.'

Shortcut looks unperturbed. After 10 minutes of fiddling with the engine,
he establishes the fault - a broken distributor rotor - and attempts to fix it
with part of a baked bean can fashioned with a penknife. Firing up the
engine again, The Beast revolts at his repair and spits out the entire assembly
in an explosion of bolts and fragments of tin. Our prospects of reaching
Ozgouruch today are not looking good. Shortcut merely shrugs, wanders
across the dusty highway and hitches a ride with a truck back to Osh. A
sand-coloured sun rises over the desert to the east as the dust-cloud of the
truck disappears. We play football in the road as the chill of dawn fades
with the creeping heat of the morning. After a while, another dust-cloud
appears in the distance and a battered Lada rolls to a halt. Shortcut! Our
unflappable driver swings out of the Lada wielding a new distributor cap
and bolts it on, cigarette dangling precariously out of his mouth over the
oil-caked engine. He turns the enormous crank and The Beast belches into
life with renewed vigour.

In the burning midday heat we lurch down an endless road through a
desert full of gigantic potholes. At an unmarked crossroads two Kyrgyz
soldiers emerge from a hut bristling with weaponry and ask for our passports
with languid curiosity. Clearly mystified by our presence, they wave us on,
making a vague gesture of their AK47s towards the mountains to the south.
It is almost dark as we reach Isfara. Children are playing in the dusty street,
wide eyes flashing with the light from roadside fires. At the edge of the
small town we turn south again, then west towards the castellated dusk
sky. From here, the road curls tortuously up a steep valley towards
Ozgouruch. Just before midnight, as we cross a bridge of recycled wooden
railway sleepers, I hear the Kara Su river roaring through the darkness below.
A blast of icy air hits me as I open the Beast's rear window, craning my
head. Far above, the ridgeline is in strong silhouette against a night sky
dense with stars. Further to the south, the snowy peaks of the Kara Su
valley dim the star-sheen slightly. The journey from Osh has taken 19 hours.
Nothing you might have heard about Karavshin, a remote village deep in
the mountains of south-western Kyrgyzstan, will prepare you for the
spectacle of arrival. With tired legs after two days of hard walking we emerge
from the arid lower canyon onto high pasture. A short way ahead of our
horsemen, we stop beyond some mud-brick houses at a small clearing among
stunted pines where the glacial Ak Su river levels on to a gravel flood plain.
It is almost dusk and a cold wind is blowing off the high mountains to the
south, from Tajikistan. Through the trees, three immense shapes begin to
define the western rim of the valley while to the east loom another two
monolithic summits. We set up base camp as night gathers among the
boulders under Central Pyramid, its monumental outline cut sharp against
the night sky of the Pamir Alai.



63. The line of From Russia With Love between the Central Pyramid and the
Russian Tower (right) above the Ak Su valley, Kyrgyzstan. (David Pickford)

64. On the map, just. The 'village' of Karavshin, tucked in the mountains of south
west Kyrgyzstan. (David Pickford)
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After a few days of unstable weather the sky clears one evening after a
thunderstorm, promising a change. Sam and I have set our hopes on a
slender, unclimbed pillar rising out of the back of the massive couloir
between Central Pyramid and the Russian Tower. We fall into a restless
sleep with fingers crossed, daunted and intrigued by the forthcoming
challenge.

A chill wind engulfs the mountains about us. The massive slab kicks back at me
as [fight the interminable creep of my rock-shoes on its tiny crystals. Climbing gear
swings about my harness, useless. There is no protection. [ must decide to move.
[move. The sky overhead turns dark. The sound of rushing cloudfills my ears. Am
[falling?

I wake in the icy chill before dawn, peering out of the tent to see the early
light catching the three summits to the west. The air is cold and still, the
morning sky an inky, polarised blue.

'Sam, are you awake?'
A furtive reply comes from the depths of his sleeping bag.
'Looks like it's settled.'
A local hunter who stayed with us last night has rekindled the fire and is

squatting in front of it, warming his hands, breaking sticks for kindling. We
gulp down tea with a few pieces of indigestible Kyrgyz flatbread before
beginning the steep ascent across the scree-cones under the enormous bulk
of Central Pyramid.

65. Woman making flatbread in Karavshin. (David Pickford)



66. and 67.

Left and below:
Sam Whittaker enjoying
the open groove early on
From Russia With Love.
' ... immaculate climbing
on equally perfect granite.'
(David Pickford)
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An hour later, we're gearing up at the head of the couloir. Sam sets off up
a slabby rake from which the great pillar rises. He climbs quickly across
initial slabs of lichenous granite. As he arranges a belay I get a chance to
take in where I am.

The sun is still hidden behind the icy bulk of the Russian Tower's north
wall. The silence of the couloir is shattered intermittently as huge chunks
of ice and rock peel away from the wall and plunge more than a thousand
feet to the scree. From the safe distance of our position on the pillar I watch
the tumbling debris with an alarmed fascination. Occasional chill gusts
eddy around the couloir; a pair of lammergeiers circle on an early thermal
coming off the moraine under Wolf Peak.

'Ok Dave, when you're ready.' Sam's voice brings me back to the rock
and the challenge in wait above. I follow the pitch slowly, kicking my toes
against the granite crystals, trying to get the blood back in my feet. By the
time I arrive at the belay the sun has just swung over the Russian Tower
and we shed thermals, enjoying the warmth. Above our marginal stance
soars a perfect open groove, disappearing just before the arete that bounds
the right-hand edge of the pillar. We swing leads and I climb on into the
groove. All too soon, after 60m of immaculate climbing on equally perfect
granite, Sam warns that I've run out of rope. Above, the groove vanishes
after about lOm and is capped by a series of daunting overlaps. Sam leads
on through, eager to get on with the climbing. Moving out right from the
top of the groove, his progress slows, eventually corning to a halt at a final
overlap.

'How does it look?' I enquire.
'There's just a sea of granite up here Dave, I don't think it'll go this way.'
There is an audible silence. I think we are both weighing up exactly how

disappointing a retreat would be from this point.
'How about reversing back to the groove and breaking out left around

the arete?' I suggest from the security of the belay.
Sam arrives back at the top of the groove, the slack already looping out

on his right rope, the way ahead uncertain. After a while, he chalks up,
cleans his boots and makes a delicate, precise move out left on to the arete.
I can hear him breathing with those brief, deep exhalations that say far
more than any words can about the gravity of a climb. After another short
pause, he says with a quiet assurance:

'Ok Dave, watch me here, I'm going for it.' He disappears around the
arete and out of my field of vision. The ropes inch out. Vagrant gusts come
and go, blowing chill air from the shadows of the icy couloir to the right.
When the air is still I can feel the warmth of a thermal rising from the open
slabs way beneath us. Occasionally there is a hollow boom from the depths
of the couloir as another massive chunk of ice and granite explodes into
the scree. Then suddenly there is a different sound from high to my left - a
bp-ef shout of adrenaline release, and relief.
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'Nice one Sam,' I reply, hoping he's cracked the invisible puzzle around
the arc~te.

'It's not over yet, keep watching me.'
I detect the urgency of his movements as the ropes pull out quickly, pause

for a second, inch back, pull out again, inch back, stop. After an
indeterminate moment, they haul out firmly for another metre. As I hear
Sam's holler of success I feel my own nerves settle. Instinctively knowing
the meaning of his exclamation, I shout an enthusiastic reply into the wind.

And all too soon I'm above the groove, back-stepping through those
wretched overlaps. I remove the final, small cam Sam has placed high on
the right rope with trepidation, watching it loop, slack and useless across
the wall to the left. I guess it must be at least 20m to the side runner above
Sam's belay. Switching off, I reverse the intricate moves back to the groove,
soon peering around the arete with some relief.

A faint line of chalk weaves across a featureless slab to Sam's belay in a
tiny niche 1Sm to the left. He beams across at me:

'That was the hardest bit of onsignt climbing I've ever done.'
I congratulate him on his astonishing lead. Simultaneously, with rather

less enthusiasm, I'm calculating the length of a potential pendulum. I'm
precariously balanced on minute footholds and although not as unquanti
fiably dangerous as on the lead, a fall from here would take me on an
extensive and accelerating sideways tour of the abyss. Never a fan of bridge
swinging, I try to zone out from my position on the arete.

Eventually, I get the better of the weight of my camera and the monster
pendulum yawning back at me, and make a series of intricate and balancy
moves left to a rest on a tiny edge. Part of it crumbles away and I stab my
foot back at it, holding on friction. Sam laughs. I look up left, smiling back
with incredulity at the seriousness of the pitch.

'Shit, a fall from here on lead would have been a monster.'
'Er, yeah!
Safer now, having closed the angle to the last gear considerably, I enjoy a

brilliant final sequence to join Sam on the belay. With a sudden flashback
to last night's conversation in base camp about James Bond, I compliment
him, tongue-in-cheek:

'Nice lead, 007.' As our laughter subsides, I realise we've found a perfect
name for the route. It has to be From Russia With Love, even though the
nearest Daniella Bianchi look-alike would surely be drinking vodka with
Russian mafiosos in downtown Bishkek.

After a while, I set off up the daunting crack-line in the impending wall
above us. I'm reminded of those classic extreme climbs on Gogarth's Main
Cliff as I move strenuously through wild terrain, studiously avoiding a giant,
booming flake apparently welded to the wall by lichen alone. Pulling through
the last of a series of small but awkward overhangs, I find a secure belay,
content in the knowledge that we have finally unlocked the puzzle of this
climb, one of the most perfect, elegant lines either of us have ever seen.



68. Whittaker high on From Russia With Love. (David Pickford)

Sam soon appears around the roof, his grin even wider now, and races
on up the easier-angled continuation of the crack. After another massive
pitch, I belay on the apex of the pillar. We revel in our new perspective on
the surrounding world of towering granite walls and snow-capped peaks,
sharp in the late afternoon sunlight at 4500m. Eventually, we find the top
of a reasonable-looking abseil line down an enormous corner system we'd
spotted from below. Halfway down, the evening shadows race up from the
couloir to overtake us.

Only a few hundred feet from the scree and we look back up at the line.
The last sunlight falls across the pillar, just discernible among the deep
shadows of the couloir, a slender orange brush-stroke against the vast,
darkening wall. Pulling the ropes on the fmal abseil, we watch and remain
silent. That last moment of light captures everything we might have said
then, about why we had chosen to make the long journey to Ak Su, or why
we ever go climbing.

At dawn, from somewhere down the valley, comes the crack of a
Kalashnikov, probably fired by those half-trained, half-mad Kyrgyz soldiers
from Batken. The soldiers arrive and we find we are leaving Ak Su under a
very Russian kind of 'unofficial arrest'. We have no permit, they tell us.
Where is our permit? Yes, we reply. We tried many times to get one, but
you cannot get one in Batken.
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Thirty-six hours later I'm in a small cell in the army barracks in Batken
with two Kyrgyz officials cross-examining me in a mixture of Russian and
Kyrygz . The fat man on the right calls himself 'The General'. The skinny
one - who looks and smells like he's had a few vodkas already - calls himself
'Mister Zulu'. One or two English phrases are thrown in for good measure.

'You zwatch footzbal?'
'Arzenal?'
'Manchzesta United!'
'You have many western girl?'
"Western girl strong at night. Ha Ha Ha!"
'You have girlfriend? I get you very nize Kyrgyz girl. Ha Ha Ha.'
'You have vodka?' (I reply with a vague negative.)
'Zen maybe ve call ze Miniztry in Bishek. Ha Ha Ha.'
It is like being a contestant in a Russian I'm A Celebrity Get Me Out Of

Here, with a strong staging reference to Tarantino's Reservoir Dogs. The
General and Mister Zulu are playing good-cop-bad-cop, but cannot decide
which of them is which. Like a coup1e of teenage boys desperate to impress,
they carry on until the absurdity of the situation slowly dawns on them.
Mister Zulu slinks off for his vodka and the General opens the door, suddenly
assuming an air of military seriousness:

'You may tell zur frientz zat maybe you stay in zis platz for some days.'
I break the news to the others, my throat parched from the dry air and

the General's cigarette smoke. In need of refreshment, I go over the road to
where a small boy has arrived on an enormous bicycle laden with
watermelons. Biting into a slice, I walk back to pass the melon round to the
others. They are convulsed with laughter.

'What is it Sam?' I ask. Turning back towards the barracks, I see Mister
Zulu greedily knocking back another shot by the main gateway.

'Now they... they want a couple of hundred som for more vodka... !'
Hours later, we are rattling back across the featureless desert on the Uzbek

border when Shortcut pronounces he is lost.
'How can we possibly be lost?' Grimer enquires, to a murmur of

agreement. It is nearly midnight and we are all knackered. Shortcut has
stopped his interminable chain smoking, so even he must be in need of a
break. We shamble out of The Beast and crash out instantly on the sand.

A chill wind engu/fi the mountains about us. The massive slab kicks back at me
as I fight the mep of my rock shoes on its tiny crystals. Gear swings about my
harness, useless. There is no protection. I must decide to move. I move. The sky
overhead turns dark. The sound of rushing cloudfills my ears.

Twenty-six hours after leaving Batken, we arrive back in Osh at mid
afternoon and bid goodbye to Shortcut, tipping him handsomely for getting
us to and from Ozgouruch in such style. He departs with his signature
flash of gold teeth. That evening, I read the news on the Internet. A couple
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of weeks have passed since the 7 July bombings in London. In no mood for
sleep after everyone else has retired, I stay up reading. After a while, I hear
a woman's voice beyond the curtain separating the courtyard from the house.
It is Ury's wife, beginning her late reading of the Koran in its original ancient
Arabic. It is unusual to hear women reading the language. Her voice is
clear and sharp, lifting and falling through the air like windblown snow. It
sounds like the voice of a woman far younger. Fig leaves rustle in the empty
courtyard and the vine rattles from time to time overhead. The night air
smells of dust and wood-smoke. Suddenly, the woman's voice rises in
crescendo, and with a final 'AI-Laa-U-Akhba' falls silent.

Another gust of wind blows through the fig tree, colder now, stiffening
the quiet courtyard with the reality of our time in history; a nightmare time
when the Bush-Blair projects in Afghanistan and Iraq seem almost identical,
in their pseudo-religious extremism, to the terrorism of AI Qaeda. Both
camps share a blind lust for a single world order, as intellectually arcane as
it is morally destitute. To me, this Kyrgyz woman's hauntingly beautiful
reading of the Koran, now seems an elegy - for the Americans who died
on 11 September 2001, the British and American servicemen killed in Iraq
and Afghanistan, for the countless Iraqi civilians who have died since 2003,
and an elegy for the Londoners blown up just two weeks ago.

Two days later, we're back in Bishkek. After the wildness of the Pamir
and the wild-west characters of Karavshin there is a certain refreshing
austerity to the glum Soviet blocks and monolithic heaps of concrete
masquerading as public art that line the streets of the capital. Two gorgeous
Kyrgyz girls in fluffy boots and matching hot-pants sashay across the
boulevard from where we're drinking coffee, snatching cheeky glances at
every opportunity. Even the beer is cold. Urbanity is an odd place after
several weeks in the high mountains of Asia.

It is 4.ISam and the hatchet-faced Russian clerk at the Aeroflot check-in
desk wants money. She is trying to weigh our baggage and all manceuvres
to try and divert her prove ineffective. Even the two bottles of vodka I
produce as a goodwill gesture fail to register. Ian is convulsed with hysterical
laughter as we wait to board our plane to Moscow, completely stripped of
our last reserves of cash but happy to have made our great escape from
Kyrgyzstan, the Batken Barracks, the vodka fumes of Mister Zulu, and the
ire of the General.

Just before we taxi away to take off, at the back of the plane the door
swings open and in strides a uniformed official.

'Are zere six Engliz AIpinistz on zeez airkraft?' he asks repeatedly as he
strides down the cabin.

'Shit.' Zippy breathes through clenched teeth.
Sam's eyes roll with anxiety and sleep deprivation. Donie and Grimer

left on an earlier flight, so at least there aren't six of us. Zippy, Ian and Sam
have their hand baggage checked for climbing gear, which, fortunately, they
are not carrying.
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